In this paper, we raise the question of whether the product X x Y of a regular space X with a tT-closure-preserving cover by compact sets and a submetacompact space Y is submetacompact, and we show that the product X x Y is weakly submetacompact.
Recently, Burke [B, §6] dealt with the submetacompactness of products, and stated the following result. Theorem 1.4. Let X be a regular zZ-space and Y a P-space. If X and Y are paracompact Hausdorfif (regular Lindelöf, subparacompact, metacompact, submetacompact), then X x Y is paracompact (Lindelofi subparacompact, metacompact, submetacompact).
The paracompact case and the Lindelöf case were proved in [N] , and the subparacompact case in [L] . The metacompact case was stated in the below of [B, Corollary 6.26] and in Remark to [Y, , Proposition 2.2]. The submetacompact case was proved by Burke himself there.
However, in Theorem 1.4, the space Y is a F-space. Of course, it is desirable that no conditions on Y are assumed except the covering property. The following is easily obtained (for example, see [B, Theorem 6 .1]. Proposition 1.5. Let X be a regular a-compact space. If Y is a paracompact Hausdorff (regular Lindelofi subparacompact, metacompact, submetacompact) space, then X x Y is paracompact (Lindelofi subparacompact, metacompact, submetacompact).
Let ^ be a collection of closed sets in a space X. Recall that W is closurepreserving if öW' is closed in X for each ^' C W, and that W is a-closurepreserving if & = \Jn<01 &" with each Wn closure-preserving. Proposition 1.5, except the submetacompact case, has been extended as follows. Theorem 1.6. Let X be a regular space with a a-closure-preserving cover by compact sets. If X and Y are paracompact Hausdorff (regular Lindelofi subparacompact, metacompact) spaces, then X x Y is paracompact (Lindelofi subparacompact, metacompact).
The paracompact case and the Lindelöf case were proved in [T] , and the subparacompact case and the metacompact case in [Y2] .
Note that a space X with a (cr)-closure-preserving cover by compact sets is metacompact (submetacompact) (cf. [K, PJ] ). It follows easily from the metacompact case of Theorem 1.6 that if X is the space described in Theorem 1.6, then X x Y is submetacompact for every metacompact space Y. Moreover, for the submetacompact case, the following was proved in [Y2]. Theorem 1.7. If X is a regular space with a a-closure-preserving cover by compact sets, then XxY is submetacompact for every subparacompact space Y.
In view of Theorem 1.6, Question 1.1 seems to be a natural question. Remark 1.8. In Question 1.1, we may assume that the space X has a closurepreserving cover by compact sets, since the countable union of submetacompact closed subspaces is also submetacompact.
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A PARTIAL ANSWER TO THE QUESTION
The following concept, which is weaker than that of submetacompactness, is also well known. Definition 2.1. A space X is said to be weakly submetacompact ( = weakly 8-refinable) [BL] if every open cover % of X has an open refinement \Jn<0) 2ŝ uch that for each x e X one can choose some « < co with 0 < ord(x, ^¡) < co.
Let DC be the class of regular spaces which have a discrete cover by compact sets. The topological game G(DC, X) is in the sense of Telgársky [T] . Definition 2.2. Let A" be a space. We say that Player I has a winning strategy in the game G(DC ,X) (cf. [T, GT] ) if there is a function s from 2X into y y 2 n DC, where 2 is the family of all closed sets in X, satisfying (i) s(F) c F for each F e 2X , (ii) if {Fn} is a decreasing sequence of closed sets in X such that s(Fn) n Fn+l = 0 for each « < co, then f)B<û, F" = 0-The following is our main result, which is proved in the next section. Theorem 2.3. Let X be a regular submetacompact space. If Player I has a winning strategy in the game G(DC, X), then XxY is weakly submetacompact for every weakly submetacompact space Y.
By [T, Corollary 10 .2] and Theorem 2.3, we obtain the following partial answer to Question 1.1. Corollary 2.4. If a regular space X has a a-closure-preserving cover by compact sets, then XxY is weakly submetacompact for every (weakly) submetacompact space Y.
Moreover, by [T, Theorem 9.7] and Theorem 2.3, we have Corollary 2.5. If a regular space X is subparacompact and C-scattered, then XxY is weakly submetacompact for every (weakly) submetacompact space Y. [Y2]).
For a finite sequence a = (ax, ... ,an), let a © a = (ax, ... ,an,a) for « > 1, and a_ = (ax, ... ,an_x) for « > 2. In particular, (a)_ = 0.
We denote by co<0) the set of all finite sequences consisting of natural numbers. Moreover, (co<w)<(° denotes the set of all finite sequences consisting of members of co<w.
Lemma 3.1 [BL] . A space X is weakly submetacompact if and only if every open cover % of X has an open refinement Un<(ü2^ such that one can choose some n < co with ord(x,2Q = 1. Lemma 3.1 seems to be more convenient to use rather than Definition 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let 5 be a winning strategy for Player I in G(DC, X). Let cf be any open cover of X. We may assume without loss of generality that cf is closed under finite unions.
Let A(0) = {0} , G(0) = 0 and T7(0) = R(0) = XxY. Let &(0) = {0} and ¿F(0) = ¿F(0) = {XxY}.
For each t = (xx, ... ,xn) e (co<w)<w, we shall construct an index set A(t) consisting of «-tuple sequences and the three collections '&(t), %?(() and âê(t) of rectangles in XxY, satisfying the following conditions (l)- (9):
(
1) &(t) = {G(a): a e A(t)} and &(t) = {H(a): a e A(t)} are collections of open rectangles, and 3i(t) = {R(a): a e A(t)} is a collection of closed x open rectangles.
(2) If z e H(a) n R(a) for some a e A(t) and ord(z,^(i)) = 1, then there are some x e co<w and some a such that a © a e A(t © t) , either z e H(a © a) n R(a © a) or z e G(a © a), and ord(z ,W(t © t)) = 1. Assume that we have already constructed A(t), ^(t), ^(t) and &(t) satisfying (l)-(9) for each t e U,^»*")' ■ Pick any / = (t, , ... ,xn) e (w<w)n and any a = (ax, ... ,an) e A(t).
There is a discrete collection {Cx: X e A(a)} of compact sets in X such that s(R(a)') = U{CA: X e A(a)}. Since X is regular submetacompact, we can take a collection {Wx m : X e A(a) and m < co} of open sets in X such that (i) Ck c WXm c Wlm c X\u{CM: p e A(a) with p ¿ X} for each X e A(a) and m < co.
(ii) for each x e X, one can choose some m(x) < co such that ord(x,{WXMx):XeA(a)})<co.
Since Y is weakly submetacompact, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that for each X e A(a) and m < co there is a collection {UsxVs:öeAmn(a;X) and«<<y} of open rectangles in XxY, satisfying (iii) CxcUscWXm, (iv) Us x Vs c 0 for some Oecf, (v) u{V¿:5eAmn(a;X) and « < co} = R(a)" , (vi) for each y e R(a)" , there is some n(y) < co such that ord(y,{Vâ:ôeAmMy)(a;X)}) = l.
Let A(a) be a set well-ordered by <. Pick any x = (m,nx , ... ,nk) e (co<w)n+ . It is easy to check that all conditions except (2) are satisfied. Let z = (x,y) e X x Y. Take t e (co<w)<w and a e A(t). Assume that z eH(a)C\R(a) and ord(z ,%*(t)) = 1. Note that z £ H(c) for each c e A(t) with c jt a .
The case of x £ \J{WX m: X e A(a)} for some m < co: Then it is obvious that a@6m e A(t@(m)), ze H(a®6m)c\R(a®6m) and ord(x,ß?(t@(m))) = 1 . The case of x e nm<£ü(u{^ m: ^ € A(a)}): By (ü), we can choose m < co such that 1 < ord(x,{-fJm:^G A(a)}) < co. Let {Ae A(a): xe Wlm} = {XX, ... ,Xk}, where Xx <■■■ <Xk.
By y e Tc(a)" and (vi), for each i < k we can choose «; < co such that ord(M^eAm,Ja;A,)}) = l. Pick any b e A(t © t) with b^a®a. If b_ ^ a, then z £ T7(6). For ¿>_ e A(t), so z £ 77(è_) d 77(e). Assume that b_ = a. Let b = a® ß, where /7 = (e¡, ... ,efe), e(. € Am n.(a;/z,) and p. e A(a) for each i < k with px < ■■■ < pk. If (Xx, ... ,Xk) ^ (px, ... ,pk), then we can find i < k such that p( ^ X. for each j < k. Then x is not in W m. Assume that (Xx, ... ,Xk) = (px, ... ,pk). Since a and ß must be distinct, we can find / < k such that 3¡,e¡ eAm n.(a;X¡) and ôi # e(. Then y is not in F^. So, in either case, we have
Hence ord(z,^(i © t)) = 1. Thus (2) is satisfied. After all, the conditions (l)-(9) are satisfied. Now, we take the countable family {2?(t): t e (co<0})<co} of collections of open rectangles in 1x7.
By (1) and (4), each G e 2?(t) is contained in some Oetf. It suffices to show that for each z e X x Y there is some / e (co<m)<w such that ord(z ,&(t)) -1 . Assuming the contrary, pick some zQe X xY such that ord(z0 ,&(t)) ¿ 1 for each t e (co<w)<0J.
Claim. There are two sequences {in}">0 and {a"}n>0 such that for each « < co (vii) tn e (co<w)<0> with (tn)_ = tn_x where to = 0, (viii) an e A(tn) with (an)_ = an_x, where a0 = 0, (ix) z0e77(a")nT?(an) (x) ord(z0,¿F(í")) = l
The case of « = 0 is clear. Assume that we have already chosen tQ, ... ,tn and a0, ... ,an as above. By (2), we can choose some t , e (co<w)<w and some an+x e A(tn+X), satisfying (vii), (viii) and (x) for « + 1. Assume that (ix) for « + 1 is not satisfied. Then (2) assures that zQ e G(an+X) e &(tn+x). By (5) we have 1 < ord(z0,S?(/"+|)) < ord(z0,^(/n+1)) = 1.
Hence, ord(z0,^(in+1)) = 1. This is a contradiction.
